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KUA (Religion Affair Court) Kauman Tulungagung rejects to marry under age widow, in fact she has already obtained marriage dispensation from religion court for his first marriage. According to the letter of rejection, the parents deliver second marriage dispensation to Religion Court of Tulungagung. After process of assembly, then judge proposes to permit marriage dispensation for bridge candidate who has marriage rejection.

This research proposes to find out the foundation of KUA (Religion Affair Court) rejects widow under age marriage even she has ever acquired marriage dispensation. Besides, it is used for analyzing law effort done by the widow under age after marriage rejection from KUA (Religion Affair Court). This research employs qualitative approach, while collected data are primary and secondary which are collected by interview and documentation. After that, the data are edited, checked, and arranged systematically. Then, those are analyzed.

The result of this research, firstly, KUA (Religion Affair Court) obviously rejects under age widow because KUA (Religion Affair Court) is implementation of law and it must apply the existing of the law. That reason is related to Law Number 1 Year 1974 Verse 7 which states that minimum age for marriage is 16 years old. Moreover, KUA (Religion Affair Court’s) argues that it does not find other law which explains under age widow obtained marriage compensation from religion court. She can have marriage or applies application of remarriage dispensation. Therefore, KUA (Religion Affair Court) has to be more careful and does not take a risk with the marriage as well as delivers this case to Tulungagung Religion Court for getting dispensation of marriage. Secondly, Law effort done by the widow under age is to fill KUA (Religion Affair Court’s) requests by asking marriage dispensation twice. The parents of bridge ask the marriage dispensation to Tulungagung Religion Court twice. After session process, the judge grants their request by deciding twice marriage dispensation.